11.11
"I Am" of Consciousness
Therefore "I Am"

Alignment ~ Awakening ~ Ascension
On this 1111 a mass of the many have gathered to its utmost greatest, in a CoCollective and Conscious Assembly of Light Beings, bearing a Luminous Living Light
Field that is Expanding throughout this plane of Existence, in an Energy Experience.
1111 is a Portal, a Doorway, a Gateway to the Inner-Temple of Love and Light.
1111 is a Coded Frequency that is developing quickly within the soul’s spirit as a
Remembrance of Awakening, for one has been Asleep long enough.

1111 creates energy consumption to those willing to open up and receive the many
gifts this Code has to offer. As the Energy begins to consume the entire
embodiments makeup, the cellular level co-corrects the indifferences within and
the debt of karmic patterns of one's life times.
11 is a Code of Connectivity, activating an opening of the Grail Codes, aligning,
balancing and calibrating the body to be awakened and readily activated to its gifts
we ALL have and are Now ready to open. It is life changing, and alters one’s
vibration to a greater and higher consciousness in an awakened state of continual
intelligence.
The Mastery Number of 11, doubles the developments of one's Aspectual being,
and the gifts begin to converge the Masculine and Feminine bodies of Oneness.
1111 brings forth a unique reveal of the Coded DNA that represents the God-Name,
the Source, the Great Spirit. The 1111 Code is an influential "regeneration" to
strengthen and prepare one to Awaken, to Illuminate and Ascend to the Crystalline
Light Body.
The 1111 is a Code of Star Light Energy that is
ALWAYS available, for it lives within.
Message ~
In a Veil beyond, there is a “Presence of Her Essence” coupled with His Divine Cloak
of Protection.
Within the Codes of 1111, we are an Experience of Energy
Expanding and Enlightening.
From the Beginning, the Highest Aspect of YOU, Imbedded the Energy of these
1111 Codes within thee, as a Key to Ascension, that someday from your Dream
state, you would Awaken. These Implanted-Seeds, are the Energy that Supports
and Propels You Forward into a Future, laying a Foundational Formula to Unify you
with Your Sacred Code of 13. As these two begin to Emerge, the Embodiment
begins to Illuminate into the Multiple Synchronicities as Ebb and Flow.

1111 is a Divine Opening into a Veil of Virtues and a New Reality that Creators are
Creating.
1111 is an Invitation for one to Step into their Service of Self-Empowerment as an
Enlightened Embodiment, that is Converging these Codes in a Consciousness of
the Collective.
1111 is a Divine Code that Lives Within. Today we are Activated in a Rite of SelfRemembrance as a Doorway to the Divine.
Within our New Reality is a Life-time of Amazing Amenities as the Angels Align us
in this Awakening and Accessional Process.
Once you have joined forces from within, the New Begins. As the 1111 Codes are
Impressed, the New Dress is Sewn as a Cloth of Simplicity, the Truest Authenticity
of the Divine I Am.
Today, the Divine asks us to Separate from Ties of Karmic Contracts that no longer
serve our Authentic Selves. Deep within the 1111 Codes, is a Consciousness that
helps us to let go of a Clouded-Confusion that may blind the Sight to See its Truths.
We must learn to Trust our Inner-Intuition and Reveal the Truths that will help set
us Free. No longer, do we need to give away our Power to Please that of Other.
Let the Energy of this Experience, serve as a way to gain altitude into a Higher Plane
of Existence, that will Alter our Energy Fields to Emerge these Conscious Codes of
1111 with Divine Feminine Sophia Consciousness of 13.
Once you begin to Answer Yourself from the many questions Asked,
You may Realize that you are Already Awakened.
It is Time . . .Please go within and Utilize the Keys of Life, that can Unlock all
Mystery of our Memory still in Motion.
If the Path You are Walking is complicated by those you Follow,
then Let Go . . . and Lead thyself.

Letting Go, ensures us that our Path leading to Purpose isn’t as difficult as we have
made it out to be. The Key is Patience!
1111 is a Gateway to Illuminate the Light from the Temple within. It is life changing
and alters one’s vibration to a greater and higher consciousness, and to an
awakened state of continual Intelligence of the I Am.
As Self-Awareness has stimulated, regenerated, strengthened and prepared one to
Awaken, we begin to upgrade our beings to Illuminate and Ascend into the
Crystalline Light Body.
~ 1111 is a Mastery Code of Commitment ~
As the 11 and 13 Codes of Consciousness Emerge, we begin to Feel the
Purest Energy of our Experience, from that of what has always been, and shall forever
be.
The 1111 has prepared us for the Unification of the Divine Feminine Sophia
Consciousness, as we begin to Celebrate the Sacred Unity of our Oneness.

May you be Blessed in the Divine Dress of Purest Light, and be
Garnished with Greatness from the Garden of Goodness and Glory.

Divine Love to Thee

Mother Mary Martin
Minister ~ Messenger ~ Medium
~ Librarian of Light ~
Spiritual Mastery Teacher-Healer of Earths Classroom.
Offering Transmissional-Teachings in the Keys of Self-Mastery, the I Am Presence
and the Return of the Divine Feminine.
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